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Tripods
Tripods ensure excellent shots camera should be equipped with
when persons move, in case of a quick-release plate. This saves
long distances, (self-) portraits or much time.
horizontal tilts and vertical pans.
If you use several cameras
together with one tripod, every
Omega Carbon

TRIPODS

- Particularly solid, stable tripod with
reinforced, round legs
- Light carbon construction with die
casting details
- Quick-release plate with safety latch
and locking screw
- Thanks to the quick-release system with
extra-large camera support and video
pin, the camera can be changed
without any problems
- Supports loads of up to 4 kg
- Colour: black

SUPPORTS

Equipment:
- Robust 3D precision ball head with
separate ball and panorama blocking as
well as friction adjustment
- 4-section tripod legs (3x extendible)
- Non-slip foam grip at the tripod legs
against cold and for a secure grip
- Gradually expandable tripod legs (3x)
- Handy, large quick-action leg locks to fix
the leg length
- Spirit level with exact graduation
integrated into the tripod head
- Compass
- Black tripod case
- Allen key for adjustment of the
quick-action leg locks

004292

Height/
cm:
Omega 68.5 - 174
Carb. III

Weight:

Diameter
legs

2500 g 28 mm

Replacement quick-release
plate 53 x 53 cm

90
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004292

Qty CB
4

004294

Qty BC
6

Carbon II
- Retracting central column (32 cm) with
weighting hooks for better ground
adhesion
- Rubber feet and retracting steel spikes
for absolutely secure positioning

= novelty
= suitable accessory
(not included)

MB = minimum order quantity
Qty = quantity
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Omega Carbon

SUPPORTS

Equipment:
- Robust 3D precision ball head with
separate ball and panorama blocking as
well as friction adjustment
- 4-section tripod legs (3x extendible)
- Non-slip foam grip at the tripod legs
against cold and for a secure grip
- Gradually expandable tripod legs (3x)
- Handy, large quick-action leg locks to fix
the leg length
- Spirit level with exact graduation
integrated into the tripod head
- Compass
- Black tripod case
- Allen key for adjustment of the
quick-action leg locks

TRIPODS

- Particularly solid, stable tripod with
reinforced, round legs
- Light carbon construction with die
casting details
- Quick-release plate with safety latch
and locking screw
- Thanks to the quick-release system with
extra-large camera support and video
pin, the camera can be changed
without any problems
- Supports loads of up to 4 kg
- Colour: black

004293

Height/
cm:
Omega 71 - 202
Carb. III

Weight:

Diameter
legs

3200 g 32 mm

Replacement quick-release
plate 53 x 53 cm

BC = blister size
BC X = blister (special size)
HT = hangtag

CB = packed in cardboard box
PO = polybag
BA = banderol

004293

Qty CB
4

004294

Qty BC
6

Carbon III
- Completely removable central column,
can be used as fully functioning
monopod (min. height: 54 cm/
max. height: 158 cm, incl. head)
- Rotating central column for macro
photography (retroposition)
- Rubber feet with ball joint and
retracting steel spikes for absolutely
secure positioning

September 2008
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Omega Premium
- Particularly solid, stable tripod with
reinforced, round legs
- Thanks to the quick-release system with
extra-large camera support and video
pin, the camera can be changed
without any problems
- Supports loads of up to 4 kg
- Colour: silver/anthracite

SUPPORTS

TRIPODS

Equipment:
- Multifunctional 3D pan head with
adjustment possibilities in three levels
(bending, turning and tilting); the
camera is perpendicular at lightning
speed
- Locking grip for vertical tilts and
horizontal pans
- 3-section aluminium tripod leg
(2x extendible)
- Non-slip foam grip on the tripod legs
against cold and for a secure grip
- Large, handy quick-action leg locks to
fix the leg length
- Spirit level with exact graduation
integrated into the tripod head
- Black tripod case

Height/
cm:
004260

Weight:

Diameter
legs

Omega 56.5 - 141 2500 g 32 mm
Prem. I

004260

Qty CB
4

Omega 62.5 - 148 3100 g 32 mm
Prem. II

004261

Qty CB
4

Replacement quick-release
plate 42 x 53 cm

004262

Qty BC
6

Height/
cm:

Weight: Diameter

Omega 70 - 173
Prem. III

3800 g 30 mm

legs

Replacement quick-release
plate 42 x 53 cm

92
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004263

Qty CB
4

004262

Qty BC
6

Premium I/II
- Continuous adjustment of interlocked
central column by means of crank,
locking into position by traction screw
- 4260: rubber feet for secure positioning
- 4261: rubber feet with ball joint (adapt
themselves to the ground) and
retracting steel spikes, for absolutely
secure positioning

Premium III
- Completely removable central column,
can be used as fully functional
monopod (height: min. 54 cm/max. 158 cm
incl. head)
- Rotating central column for macro
photography (retroposition)
- Gradually expandable tripod legs (3x)
- Rubber feet with ball joint (adapt
themselves to the ground) and
retracting steel spikes, for absolutely
secure positioning

= novelty
= suitable accessory
(not included)

MB = minimum order quantity
Qty = quantity
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Gamma

SUPPORTS

Equipment:
- Lockable leg braces and rubber feet for
secure positioning
- Large, handy quick-action leg locks to
fix the leg length
- Spirit level with exact graduation
integrated into tripod head
- Practical handle
- 3-section tripod leg (2x extendible)

TRIPODS

- Compact, reliable tripod with metal
square channel legs
- Continuous height adjustment of
central column by means of crank,
locking into position by ring or by traction screw (Gamma 79), additional
securing through air-pressure brake
- Thanks to the quick-release system
“Click”, standard equipment with large
camera support and video pin, the
camera can be changed without any
problems

004272

Height/
cm:

Weight: Diameter

legs

Gamma 64.5 - 151.5 1370 g 25 mm

72
Gamma 67.5 - 160 1520 g 29 mm

74
Replacement quick-release plate

Height/
cm:

004279

004274

Qty CB
6

004376

Qty BC
6 30

legs

Gamma 67.5 - 160 1600 g 29 mm

Replacement quick-release plate

CB = packed in cardboard box
PO = polybag
BA = banderol

Qty CB
6

Weight: Diameter

79

BC = blister size
BC X = blister (special size)
HT = hangtag

004272

Gamma 3-D
- Colour: silver
- Multifunctional 3D pan head with
adjustment possibilities in three levels
(bending, turning and tilting); the
camera is perpendicular at lightning
speed
- Easy fixing through light turning at the
handle

004279

Qty CB
6

004376

Qty BC
6 30

Gamma 2-D video
- Colour: silver
- 2D tripod head with fluid effect, for
excellent horizontal tilts and vertical
pans
- Adjustable panning handle for right- or
left-handed persons

September 2008
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Tripod Star Pro 58 – 59

TRIPODS

- For photography and video
- 3-section tripod leg (2x extendible)
- 3-way head with quick-release
attachment and spirit level
- With crank for continuous height
adjustment of central column
- Non-slip foam grip on the tripod legs
- With rubber feet
- Supports loads of up to 4 kg
- Includes a case
- Colour: silver

Height/ Weight: Diameter
cm:
legs
Star
58

66 160

1750 g 30 mm 3D

004158

Qty CB
8

Star
59

66 180

1850 g 30 mm 3D

004159

Qty CB
6

004154

Qty BC
6 34

Quick-release plate

Star 61 – 63
SUPPORTS

- Tripod made of aluminium
- Continuous height adjustment of
central column by means of crank,
locking into position possible
- Thanks to the quick-release system, the
camera can be changed without any
problems
- Supports loads of up to 4 kg
- Colour: champagne

Height/ Weight: Diameter
cm:
legs
Star
61

60 153

1220 g 20 mm 3D

004161

Qty CB
6

Star
62

64 160

1500 g 23 mm 3D

004162

Qty CB
6

Star
63

66 166

1740 g 26.7mm 3D

004163

Qty CB
6

004154

Qty BC
6 34

Replacement quick-release plate
60x50 mm, weight: 36 g

Equipment:
- Lockable leg braces and rubber feet for
secure positioning
- Functional quick-action leg locks fix the
selected leg length
- Spirit level integrated into tripod head
(only Star 63)
- Tripod bag
- Handle and weighting hook
- 3-section tripod leg (2x extendible)

Star 5
- Tripod made of aluminium
- Continuous height adjustment of
central column by means of crank,
locking into position possible
- Colour: champagne
Equipment:
- Lockable leg braces and rubber feet for
secure positioning
- Functional quick-action leg locks fix the
selected leg length
- Spirit level integrated into tripod head;
tripod bag
- 4-section tripod leg (3x extendible)

Height/ Weight: Diameter
cm:
legs
Star
5

94
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36.5 106.5

520 g 16.8mm 3D

004105

Qty CB
15

= novelty
= suitable accessory
(not included)

MB = minimum order quantity
Qty = quantity
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Star 8 "Light"
- Tripod made of aluminium
- The height of the central column can be
adjusted, locking into position possible
- Colour: silver

TRIPODS

Equipment:
- Rubber feet for secure positioning
- Functional quick-action leg locks fix the
selected leg length
- 4-section tripod leg (3x extendible)

Height/ Weight: Diameter
cm:
legs
Star 8 37 Light 115

510 g 18 mm

004149

Qty CB
20

- Tripod made of aluminium
- Continuous height adjustment of the
central column, locking into position
possible
- Thanks to the quick-release system, the
camera can be changed without any
problems
- Colour: champagne
Equipment:
- Leg braces and rubber feet for secure
positioning
- Functional quick-action leg locks fix the
selected leg length
- Spirit level integrated into tripod head
- Tripod bag
- 4-section tripod leg (3x extendible)

Height/ Weight: Diameter
cm:
legs
Star
75

42.5 125

620 g 19.8mm 3D

004175

Qty CB
15

Star 700 EF Digital
- Tripod made of aluminium
- Continuous height adjustment of the
central column, locking into position
possible
- Colour: champagne
Equipment:
- Leg braces and rubber feet for secure
positioning
- Functional quick-action leg locks fix the
selected leg length
- Spirit level integrated into tripod head
- Tripod bag
- 4-section tripod leg (3x extendible)

Height/ Weight: Diameter
cm:
legs
Star
700

BC = blister size
BC X = blister (special size)
HT = hangtag

42.5 125

CB = packed in cardboard box
PO = polybag
BA = banderol

620 g 19.8mm 3D

004133

Qty CB
15

September 2008
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Traveller

TRIPODS

- Compact, simple tripod with round
legs
- Multifunctional 3D pan head with
adjustment possibilities in three levels
(bending, turning and tilting); the
camera is perpendicular at lightning
speed
- Continuous height adjustment of
central column by means of crank,
locking into position possible
- Thanks to the quick-release system, the
camera can be changed without any
problems

Weight: Diameter

37 - 125

800 g

legs
20 mm

Replacement quick-release plate

004194

Qty CB
6

004192

Qty BC
6 34

004195

Qty CB
6

004192

Qty BC
6 34

- Colour: transparent look
- Spirit level integrated into tripod head
- 5-section tripod leg (4x extendible;
telescope)

SUPPORTS

004194

Height/
cm:

Equipment:
- Lockable leg braces and rubber feet for
secure positioning
- Functional quick-action leg locks fix the
selected leg length

Height/
cm:

Weight: Diameter

36.5 - 136 900 g

legs
19 mm

Replacement quick-release plate

96
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- Colour: black-silver
- 6-section tripod leg (5-part extenible;
telescope)

= novelty
= suitable accessory
(not included)

MB = minimum order quantity
Qty = quantity
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Monopods
Unipods (also called monopods) are
important if tripods cannot be used
for reasons of space (not enough
storage space or unfavourable
nature of soil). The versatile onelegged supports allow smaller

apertures and longer exposure times
(than it is possible if you use your
hands) and ensure therefore a better
focus depth of the photos.

- 8-section tripod leg (7x extendible)
- Round profile
- Functional rapid-clamping levers fix the
selected leg length
- Quick-release plate with video pin
- Carrying loop with belt clip
- Colour: black/silver

MONOPODS

Traveller

Height/ Weight: Diameter
cm:
legs
35 145

400 g

19 mm 2D

004107

Qty CB
6

Star 8

SUPPORTS

- 5-section tripod leg (4x extendible)
- Round profile
- Padded handle
- Carrying loop
- Colour: black/silver

Height/ Weight: Diameter
cm:
legs
40 141

250 g

18 mm 3D

004148

Qty CB
6

Star 78

Height/ Weight: Diameter
cm:
legs
61 178
Replacement quick-release plate

BC = blister size
BC X = blister (special size)
HT = hangtag

CB = packed in cardboard box
PO = polybag
BA = banderol

665 g

26.7
mm

3D

004178

Qty CB
10

004154

Qty BC
6 34

- 4-section tripod leg (3x extendible)
- Round profile
- Functional quick-action leg locks fix the
selected leg length
- Camera spirit level
- Thanks to the quick release system, the
camera can be exchanged without any
problems
- Ball-bearing base
- Incl. bag
- Colour: champagne

September 2008
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Mini Tripods
Do you have enough space? Of course,
there is always enough space for a
mini tripod. On the one hand you can
put it in every bag, on the other hand
you can set it up everywhere you
don’t have much space (e.g. in a

shelf, on a cupboard etc.). Shots with
delayed-action shutter release are
optimally aligned and smaller apertures
or longer exposure times without
flash are not blurred due to camera
shake.
Special Tripods

MONOPODS

- For compact photo and video cameras
- With A 1/4” threaded mount

SUPPORTS

“Micro-Pod” Mini/Table Tripod

12 pieces in a display box

004333

Qty BC
18 49

004334

MB CB
12

- With ball tilt head
- 2-section tripod legs (1x extendible)
- Incl. tripod cap with keyring
- Rubber feet for non-slip positioning
- Height: 7.1 - 9.5 cm
- Weight: 21 g
- Dimensions (folded): 2.2/7.1 cm
- Colour: silver

Mini/Table Tripod with Suction Foot

004043

Qty BC
20 X

- With ball tilt head
- Suction foot for cameras up to 500 g
- Can also be used as car tripod
- Diameter of the suction foot: 7 cm
- Height: 11.5 cm
- Weight: 109 g
- Colour: silver/black

Clamp and Table Tripod

004336

Qty BC
10 49

- For clamping and putting up
- With ball-and-socket joint and camera
screw
- Non-slip due to foam pad
- Height: 5 cm
- Opens to max. (table thickness) 2.3 cm
- Weight: 37 g
- Colour: black

Bottle Pod

004332

98

September 2008

Qty BC
20 49

- Pod attachment for bottles
- The rubber attachment is put over the
neck of a bottle (max. diameter: 3 cm)
- Ball head with removable quick-release
coupling (clamping screw)
- Eyelet for carrying loop
- Weight: 46 g
- Colour: black

= novelty
= suitable accessory
(not included)

MB = minimum order quantity
Qty = quantity
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“Ball” Mini/Table Tripods
- For compact photo and video cameras
- With ball tilt head
- With A 1/4” threaded mount

004063

004064

004065

Qty BC
20 33

Ball L Mini
- Also for microphones and mini speakers
- 4-section tripod legs
- Weight: 110 g
- Dimensions: 24 x 120 mm
- Colour: black-silver

Qty BC
20 33

Ball L
- Also for microphones and mini speakers
- 2-section tripod legs
- Weight: 95 g
- Dimensions: 24 x 150 mm
- Colour: black

Qty BC
20 33

Ball XL
- Also for microphones and mini speakers
- 3-section tripod legs
- Weight: 125 g
- Dimensions: 24 x 150 mm
- Colour: black-silver

004047

004009

16 pieces in a display box

004009

Qty BC
20 33

004047

MB CB
16

004044
BC = blister size
BC X = blister (special size)
HT = hangtag

CB = packed in cardboard box
PO = polybag
BA = banderol

Qty BC
10 X

Ball L
- 2-section tripod legs (1x extendible)
- Height: 12-15 cm
- Weight: 124 g
- Dimensions (folded): 2.4 x 15 cm
- Colour: silver

3-part accessory kit for digital cameras
Consists of:
- Silver metal mini tripod with ball head
(height: 12.5-17 cm)
- Universally suitable protective case
made of neoprene, for memory cards
- Microfibre cleaning cloth (100% polyester)

September 2008
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MINI TRIPODS

Qty BC
20 33

SUPPORTS

004066

Ball Pro L
- With extra secure ball blocking for
attaching larger compact cameras
- Can be used as additional holding grip
for photo and video cameras
- 1-section tripod legs
- Colour: silver, height: 16 cm
- Supports loads of up to: 3 kg; weight: 173 g
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“Traveller Mini” Mini/Table Tripod

004049

004048

12 pieces in a display box

004048

Qty BC
10 X

004049

MB CB
12

- For compact photo and video cameras
- With ball tilt head
- With A 1/4” threaded mount
- 3-section tripod legs (2x extendible)
- Height: 18-29 cm
- Weight: 215 g
- Dimensions (folded): 17.5/4 cm
- Colour: silver

“Traveller Multi” Table and Distance
Tripod
MONOPODS

- Table tripod with removable telescopic
tube
- For compact photo and video cameras
(up to max. 500 g)
- The table tripod and the telescopic tube
can be used together or separately
- Sturdy, removable ball tilt head made of
metal (with A 1/4" threaded mount and
B 1/4" threaded hole)
- Colour: black/silver

SUPPORTS

Table tripod:
- 3-section tripod legs (2x extendible)
- Improved stability as the angle of the
tripod legs can be ajusted (e.g. if the
telescopic tube is used)
- Rubber feet for non-slip, secure
positioning
- Height: approx. 12-30 cm (with ball head)
- Max. height with telescopic tube and
ball head: approx. 77 cm
- With A 1/4" threaded mount
- Weight: 270 g
Telescopic tube
- For extending the tripod, can also be
used separately (e.g. during concerts,
for self-portraits and difficult-to-access
motifs, e.g. underbody of a vehicle etc.)
- 4-section tripod leg (3x extendible)
- With A 1/4" threaded mount
- Non-slip foam grip
- Height: approx. 20-51 cm (with ball head)
- Weight: 167 g

004061

Qty BC
10 X

“Traveller Compact” Mini/Table Tripod

9 pieces in a display box

004055

Qty BC
10 X

004056

MB CB
9

- For compact photo and video cameras
- With ball tilt head
- 3D pan head
- 3-section tripod legs (2x extendible)
- Rubber feet for secure positioning
- Height: 21.5-43 cm
- Dimensions (folded): 23/6 cm
- Weight: 268 g
- Colour: black/silver

“Traveller Compact Maxi”
Mini/Table Tripod

004060

100

September 2008

Qty CB
10

- For compact photo and video cameras
- With ball tilt head
- Multifunctional 3D pan head (universal
adjustment possibility in three levels
through bending, turning, tilting)
- 8-section tripod legs (7x extendible)
- Rubber feet for secure positioning
- Height: 24-100 cm
- Dimensions (folded): 24/4.5 cm
- Weight: 420 g, colour: silver

= novelty
= suitable accessory
(not included)

MB = minimum order quantity
Qty = quantity
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Mini/Table Tripods

004046

Qty BC
6 33

Qty BC
15 33

Ball M
- With ball tilt head
- 3-section tripod legs (2x extendible)
- With quick-release plate
- Height: 7-14 cm
- Weight: 140 g
- Dimensions (folded): 2.9 x 12.5 cm
- Colour: silver

SUPPORTS

004038

Ball S
- With ball tilt head
- 2-section tripod legs (1x extendible)
- Due to the quick-release system, the
camera can be exchanged without any
problems
- Height: 9-11 cm
- Weight: 90 g
- Dimensions (folded): 2.9 x 12.5 cm
- Colour: silver/black

Mini/Table Tripods with Tilting
Camera Plate
- For compact photo and video cameras
- With A 1/4’’ threaded mount

12 pieces in a display box

6 pieces per colour in a display box

004027

004014

004070
BC = blister size
BC X = blister (special size)
HT = hangtag

CB = packed in cardboard box
PO = polybag
BA = banderol

MB CB
12

Uni L
- 2D head incl. video pin
- Height: 11.5-16 cm
- Dimensions (folded): 13/3.4 cm
- Weight: 110 g, colour: silver
- 2-section tripod legs (1x extendible;
telescope)

MB CB
18

Star Mini
- 2D head incl. video pin
- 2-section tripod legs (1x extendible)
- Height: 7-9.5 cm
- Dimensions (folded): 3.4 x 9.0 cm
- Weight: 43 g

Qty CB
80

Fips
- With 3D tilt function
- 2-section tripod legs
- "Click" locking into position of the
extendible legs, for secure positioning
- Ergonomic grip for positioning of the
camera
- Height: 9 - 11 cm
- Dimensions (folded): 13 x 3 x 4.5 cm
- Colour: black/silver

September 2008
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- For compact photo and video cameras
- With A 1/4” threaded mount
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Mini/Table Tripods with Flexible Legs

MINI TRIPODS

- For compact photo and video cameras
- With A 1/4" threaded mount

Qty BC
20 33

004024

MB CB
20

SUPPORTS

20 pieces in a display box

004010

Set I

028864

Qty HT
48

Set II

028867

Qty HT
1

TrackPack Mini Tripod Set
Consisting of:
- Mini tripod no. 4024
- Camera case (inside dimensions:
8.5 x 4.5 x 14.5 cm), incl. carrying strap
and front pocket for a film roll (set I) or
memory cards (set II, ideal for digital)
- Total weight: 165 g

Qty BC
20 33

Flexi L
- With knurled thumb screw and adjustable
legs
- Height: max. 13 cm
- Weight: 70 g
- Colour: black

028867

028864

Flexi M
- With clip for attaching the tripod to a
camera case or to a belt etc.
- Adjustable legs
- Height: max. 12 cm
- Weight: 58 g
- Colour: black

004011

Clamp/Table Tripods
- With ball-and-socket joint and camera
screw with A 1/4’’ threaded mount

004001

004003

102

Qty BC
6 35

Type 1
- 2 screw-in legs
- Height: 13 cm
- Opens to max. (table thickness) 3.5 cm
- Weight: 145 g
- Colour: black

Qty BC
6 35

Type 3
- 2 screw-in legs
- Height: 15 cm
- Opens to max. (table thickness) 4 cm
- Weight: 270 g
- Colour: black
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Car Tripod
Direct access to new experience
requires eye level, immediacy and
creativity. Private road movies describe
in a direct way what - otherwise could practically not be expressed in
words. Those who experiment with

shots (film/photo) in a vehicle or
during the drive already have the
exciting and new perspectives at eye
level.

- With special suction cup for use on
smooth surfaces and A 1/4‘’ threaded
mount
- For cameras up to 1.7 kg
- Height: 25.5 cm
- Colour: black

Replacement quick-release plates

BC = blister size
BC X = blister (special size)
HT = hangtag

CB = packed in cardboard box
PO = polybag
BA = banderol

004041

Qty CB
22

004360

Qty CB
22

Universal
- Bearing surface: 13.5/9 cm
- Weight: 730 g

Click
- With quick-release coupling Click and
sprung video pin for easy attaching and
detaching of the camera
- Bearing surface: 13.5/9 cm
- Weight: 810 g

September 2008
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SUPPORTS

004040

Qty CB
22

CAR TRIPODS

Car Tripod
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Tripod Accessories
Quick-release plates are often durably
attached to cameras so that one
tripod can be used for more cameras;
if the camera is changed, they are
simply
disengaged/clicked
in.
Ball-and-socket heads allow a

variable
and
three-dimensional
camera guide. Camera screws help to
fix e.g. medium-format cameras on a
tripod with 1/4’’ threaded mount.

TRIPOD ACCESSORIES

Quick-Release Plates
- For photo and video cameras
- Colour: black

004352

Qty BC
6 34

SUPPORTS

Set, 2 parts

Photo/Video Set, 2 parts
- Lower part with A 1/4’’ tripod socket
- Camera platform with B 1/4’’ screw and
sprung video pin (corresponds to item
no. 4360)
- Spare camera platform which is also
suitable: item no. 4361 (not included in
the delivery package)

004357

004360

004361

005030
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6 34

Quick-release lower section
- With A 1/4“ tripod socket
- Suitable camera platforms: item no.
4306/4361 (not included in the delivery
package)

Qty BC
6 43

Photo/Video, 43 x 43 mm
- Camera platform with B 1/4’’ screw and
sprung video pin
- Made of reinforced plastic – for light
direct vision/SLR cameras and camcorders

Qty BC
6 43

Photo/Video, 43 x 43 mm
- Camera platform with B 1/4’’ screw and
sprung video pin
- Made of aluminium die casting – for
medium-heavy SLR cameras and
camcorders

Qty BC
6 43

Set Compact, 2 parts
- Lower part with A 1/4“ tripod socket
- Camera platform with B 1/4“ screw and
sprung video pin

= novelty
= suitable accessory
(not included)

MB = minimum order quantity
Qty = quantity
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Quick-Release Plates
- For photo and video cameras
- Colour: black

004376

Qty BC
6 30

Click II
- Camera platform with B 1/4“ screw and
sprung video pin
- Made of reinforced plastic, for light
direct vision/SLR cameras and
camcorders

For Star 9

004122

Qty BC
6 34

For Star 26, 27

004129

Qty BC
6 34

For Omega Carbon II and III

004294

Qty BC
6 34

For Star 55, 56, 57, 61, 62, 63 with video pin

004154

Qty BC
6 34

For Traveller 3 D and 4190, 4191, 4106

004192

Qty BC
6 30

TRIPOD ACCESSORIES

Replacement Quick-Release Plates

- For safekeeping of tripods
- With additional pocket on the lid for
accessories like camera screws or camera
plates
- Zips with rain protection flap
- Colour: black

028431

Qty HT
10

Technical details:
- Inside dimensions: 69 x 13 x 13 cm
- Weight: 800 g

Ball Tilt Head
- For attachment to tripods
- Colour: black

Height 38 mm, diameter: 20 mm

005011

Qty BC
6 43

- Threaded stem (A) 1/4’’
- Bottom thread (B) 1/4’’
- Weight: 36 g

Height 50 mm, diameter: 30 mm

005014

Qty BC
6 43

- Threaded stem (A) 1/4’’
- Bottom thread (B) 1/4’’
- Weight: 114 g

Qty BC
6 35

Proball 35
- For lightweight SLR cameras
- Threaded stem (A) 1/4’’
- Bottom thread (A) 3/8’’ incl. over thread
1/4’’
- Weight: 150 g

Height 65 mm, diameter: 35 mm

BC = blister size
BC X = blister (special size)
HT = hangtag

CB = packed in cardboard box
PO = polybag
BA = banderol

004321
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“Samsonite Trekking” Tripod Bag
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Tripod Conversion Bushings
- Threaded hole A 1/4“ > threaded hole
B 3/8“
- Colour: silver

10 pieces

005120

Qty BC
6 43

TRIPOD ACCESSORIES

Tripod Conversion Screws
- Diameter: 25 mm
- Length: 8 mm
- Colour: silver

005121

Qty BC
6 33

5 pieces

005122

Qty BC
6 33

Threaded stem B 1/4" > threaded hole
A 3/8"

SUPPORTS

5 pieces

Threaded stem B 3/8“ > threaded hole
A 1/4“

Metal Camera Screws
- Threaded stem A 1/4’’ >
threaded hole B 1/4’’

5 pieces

005124

Qty BC
6 33

Length: 11 mm, 5 pieces

005134

Qty BC
6 33

005131

Qty BC
6 33

Length: 15 mm, 5 pieces

- Diameter: 25 mm
- Length: 8 mm
- Colour: silver

- With plastic plate
- Diameter: 30 mm
- Colour: silver/black

Thread Assortment
Contents of the set, 22 pieces:
- 3 x tripod conversion screw B1/4-A3/8,
no. 005121
- 3 x tripod conversion screw B3/8-A1/4,
no. 005122
- 3 x threaded stem 15 mm, no. 005131
- 3 x threaded stem 11 mm, no. 005134
- 10 x tripod conversion bushing A1/4B3/8, no. 005120

005132
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= novelty
= suitable accessory
(not included)

MB = minimum order quantity
Qty = quantity
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Panorama Kit, including software

- Contents of the kit, 2 parts:
- Panorama plate (B 1/4" thread) for 360°
exposures, including a spirit level
- Software (in 8 languages: D, GB, F, E, NL,
I, P, S) to edit the photos

005639

Qty BC
20 35

SUPPORTS

Height: 38 mm, diameter: 20 mm

TRIPOD ACCESSORIES

- For horizontal and vertical panoramic
pictures with very large viewing angle
- The scale produces a tilt after each
photo until the desired panorama is
available in paritial pictures
- The partial pictures are put together by
means of the software and form then a
large panorama
- The panorama plate is screwed between
the tripod and the camera

BC = blister size
BC X = blister (special size)
HT = hangtag

CB = packed in cardboard box
PO = polybag
BA = banderol
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